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The high-performance N subbrand's first sedan is powered by the same turbo 2.0-liter found in the
Veloster N and Kona N models.
2022 Hyundai Elantra N Debuts With 286 Horsepower
Hyundai Motor introduces the world's first hydrogen-powered vans and express buses. In addition,
Hyundai Motor will double the fuel cell electric vehicle(FCEV) lineup within two years, acceleratin ...
Hydrogen-powered 'vans and express buses' are coming... Hyundai Motor FCEV '3 →6 model’ lineup
expansion
The Hyundai Accent is just an adequate, and affordable, means to get from Point A to B. A 1969 Ford
Mustang, on the other hand, positively exudes excitement. But what would happen if you tried turning
...
These Guys Turned A Hyundai Accent Into A 1969 Ford Mustang Replica
We've been stoked about the new Elantra N ever since Hyundai let us loose in a prototype late last
year. Making its global debut Tuesday, the N packs the same hoot-and-a-half rambunctiousness of the ...
2022 Hyundai Elantra N packs a 276-hp turbocharged punch
Hyundai gave us our first look at the Elantra N and now it's unveiled the high performance compact
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sedan. The Elantra N borrows many of the things that we like about the Veloster N, like its 2.0-liter
...
2022 Hyundai Elantra N arrives with 276 horsepower
The Hyundai Elantra N is powered by the familiar 2.0-litre four-cylinder found in other performance
models from the brand. This unit puts down 276 horsepower on the ground and 391 Nm of peak torque ...
Hyundai Elantra N Breaks Cover; Belts Out 276HP
Hyundai dealers are now accepting orders for the 280PS Kona N performance SUV. It’s the Korean brand’s
first ‘hot’ crossover, taking inspiration from the i20 N and i30 N. The car eclipses the power ...
Hyundai Kona N arrives with 280PS priced from £35,395
After months of rumors and speculation, The 2022 Hyundai Elantra N has just made its global debut. The
new compact sedan takes the redesigned Hyundai Elantra and elevates it to a whole new level.
2022 Hyundai Elantra N officially unveiled
Hyundai has confirmed that it will unveil the ... The short video features the outline of the car, the
date, and some good audio of the engine revving. The teaser also features a collection ...
Listen To The 2022 Elantra N’s Engine Note In Hyundai’s Latest Teaser
Shell is continuing to move forward aggressively with the global development of the LNG bunkering
infrastructure to support the growing number of vessels using the gas product as their primary fuel ...
Shell Expands LNG Bunker Fleet with Six Additional Orders
The second generation Hyundai Veloster has been officially retired from the U.S. of A, three years
after it entered production. The compact hatchback, with its weird three-and-a-half-door body style,
...
SUVs Kill the 2022 Hyundai Veloster in the USA, Veloster N Lives On
Preview changes, mileage, release date and more for the stylish, 7-passenger 2022 Kia Sorento midsize
crossover SUV, including new plug-in hybrid model.
Seven for the price of five: 2022 Kia Sorento midsize crossover is an appealing ‘tweener with plug-in
potential
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Despite the pandemic, automobile manufacturers have launched quite a few cars in our country. The
demand for cars has only increased since then. Due to this, the waiting periods of some cars have ...
5 top-selling cars with the longest waiting periods, & their alternatives: Mahindra Thar to Hyundai
Creta
Hyundai has released pricing and specifications for its new performance SUV – the Kona N. Priced from
£35,395, the Kona N is the first performance SUV to come from the firm’s N range of performance ...
Hyundai’s Kona N to start from £35,395
The SEL Premium comes with the turbocharged engine, Hyundai's digital key ... Front n/a 42.8 inches
Legroom, Rear n/a 35.9 inches Shoulder Room, Front n/a 57.3 inches Shoulder Room, Rear n/a 55.6 ...
Return of the compact pickup: the Hyundai Santa Cruz vs. the Ford Maverick
The new-for-2022 Kia Carnival we test-drove a few weeks ago was an impressive vehicle, but the 2021
Toyota Sienna was just about perfect. It had one flaw, which we'll get to. But aside from its rather
...
Car review: Toyota is bringing the minivan back with the 2021 Sienna
Kalle Rovanpera stamped his authority on Rally Estonia with a series of stunning morning loop stage
times to open up a comfortable lead over Hyundai’s Craig Breen.
Estonia WRC: Rapid Rovanpera surges into comfortable lead
which Hyundai claims makes the shifts smoother. Nonetheless, the transition between the electric motor
and gas engine is convulsive, and there's occasional lag when shifting. The Sonata's ...
Tested: 2021 Hyundai Sonata Hybrid Limited Can't Keep Up
Tesla has enjoyed a near-monopoly on battery-powered vehicles for years, but mainstream brands such as
Mazda, Nissan, Kia and Hyundai are fighting back with a new breed of practical and relatively ...
New Mazda MX-30 takes on Kia Niro, Hyundai Kona Electric and Nissan Leaf
The latest one from Mahindra, the Bolero Neo is aimed at luring in the young buyers with a set of
modern styling and feature list.
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